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Idea of the paper

• Exchange-rate flexibility helps in getting relative prices of 
domestic, foreign goods (TOT) right, but may imply 
misalignments in relative price of consumption (the RER):

– With sticky import prices in producer currency (PCP) and 
complete ERPT, the right adjustment in TOT can be 
engineered through exchange-rate movements (Friedman, 
1953). 

– With sticky prices in local buyers’ currency (LCP), exchange-
rate fluctuations imply law-of-one-price deviations and cross-
border misallocations.

• Michael and Charles have already provided quite a few major 
contributions to this debate:

– In this paper, they focus on the implications of different 
degrees of stickiness in intermediate (PPI) and retail (CPI) 
prices.



Main results
• Polar cases yield useful analytical results:

– Only CPI stickiness, state-independent nominal exchange rate 
ensures first best allocation. 

– Only PPI stickiness, state-dependent nominal exchange rate 
ensures first best allocation.

– But in both cases RER is always constant, as in the first-best, 
flexible-price equilibrium.

• Nice illustrations of the principle that monetary policy should 
target price stability of the sector with price stickiness.

• In general case with both frictions, key policy implication that 
optimal exchange-rate volatility less than suggested by traditional 
view based on complete ERPT, no deviations from LOP.

• Also intriguing analysis of case with incomplete markets.



The baseline model (1)

• Symmetric 2-country setting with perfect specialization in two 
intermediate tradable inputs, combined to produce consumption 
goods:

– CES technology for consumption goods combines inputs in 
equal proportions – no home bias, RER constant

– Fraction ω of intermediate firms, κ of retail firms preset PCP 
prices – for retail firms same as LCP.

– Shocks are country specific labor supply shocks, akin to 
economy-wide productivity shocks with flexible wages.

– One-period model, with complete set of Arrow-Debreu
securities traded internationally.

– In benchmark flexible price economy, consumption is 
equalized across countries because PPP holds.



Sticky prices distortions

• Tax and subsidy remove distortions due to monopoly power. 

• Within each sector, price differences across preset and flexible
prices of firms facing same marginal costs.

• Across sectors/countries inefficient relative price of intermediate 
goods in terms of final goods (a function of TOT). 

• Because of complete markets, risk-sharing is always complete –
no trade-off between risk-sharing and (price) stabilization.

• However, if RER fluctuates consumption is not equalized and the 
cross-country allocation is inefficient.

• With one sticky price index per country, cooperative policy 
attains optimal allocation.

• In general case with both PPI and CPI stickiness, two instruments 
but more distortions.



What is going on? CPI stickiness (1)

• Assume ω firms producing the consumption good preset their 
prices, all other prices flexible:

– Gearing money supplies to induce all CPI firms in both 
countries to keep prices constant achieves first best allocation. 

– How do you do it? Target constant CPI inflation with  
procyclical symmetric money supply.
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CPI stickiness (2)

• TOT moves optimally because of price flexibility, what about 
exchange rates (S, RER)?

– Consider the key risk-sharing condition with complete asset 
markets

– Symmetric cooperative policy ensures RER constant at 
optimal level.

– Consumption is equalized across countries, CPIs grow at 
constant rates (no theory of level of inflation in static model).

– S perfectly predictable, nominal depreciation equals inflation 
differential.
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PPI stickiness (1)

• Assume κ firms producing the intermediate good preset their 
prices in PCP, all other prices are flexible:

– Gearing money supplies to induce all PPI firms in both 
countries to keep prices constant is now first best. 

– How do you do it? Target constant PPI inflation with 
procyclical relative monetary stance
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PPI stickiness (2)

• RER again constant, what about S?

– Relative money supply moves S as to mimic flex-price 
fluctuations in TOT, PPIs grow at constant rates.

– Consumption is equalized across countries by endogenous 
movements in flexible CPIs.
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Numerical analysis: PPI and CPI stickiness

• With both distortions, a trade-off between stabilizing the PPI or 
the CPI arises:

– Akin to that in closed economy, e.g. with sticky wages and CPI 
first best not feasible.

– Constrained optimality in general requires to stabilize the 
appropriate combination of price indexes, putting more weight 
on the stickier prices.

• Benchmark Cobb-Douglas case widely used in the literature:

– For given ω, exchange rate volatility increasing in κ at 
decreasing rate (Paper’s figure 1).

– For given κ, exchange rate volatility decreasing in ω at 
decreasing rate (implicit in figure 1).

– Intuition: decreasing marginal benefit of stabilizing relative 
prices within PPI (CPI) index (Woodford, 2003).



More numerical analysis

• Reduce the elasticity of substitution below Cobb-Douglas case:

– For given ω, exchange rate volatility becomes non-monotonic
in κ (Paper’s figure 2).

– Intuition: the lower the elasticity of substitution the lower the 
importance of the relative price distortion as expenditure 
switching effects smaller for given price movements.

• Reference to nontraded distribution costs literature neglects that  
it would introduce a further relative price, with implications for 
optimality of RER fluctuations (Burstein, Eichenbaum & Rebelo, 
2005).

• Also important distinction between preferences and trade 
elasticities (Corsetti and Dedola, 2005).



Overall policy implications
• “Optimal nominal exchange rate volatility always less than (½ of) 

that of TOT in flexible price equilibrium.”

• Open-economy implication of focus on CPI against PPI 
stabilization, requiring more similar monetary policy across 
countries in a model in which PPP holds.

• Nice rationale for major central banks emphasis on CPI price 
stability rather than PPI price stability – questioned by 
propositions relying on a strong distinction between production 
and consumption inflation due to expenditure-switching effects.

• However, less convincing as a rationale for limiting exchange rate 
flexibility:

– Optimal RER fluctuations due to sectoral productivity shocks 
require S fluctuations (Duarte & Obstfeld, 2004).

– Despite widespread CPI targeting, S and RER more volatile 
than TOT in the data, contrary to model’s implications.



Some open issues

• Great discussion of monetary policy design in a model with 
low ERPT at the CPI level but expenditure-switching effects of 
exchange rates.

1. Low ERPT only attributed to nominal rigidities, ignored at 
import prices:

– Evidence on role of distribution and local costs, optimal 
price discrimination – cannot be tackled by monetary 
policy. 

– Dynamic aspects of ERPT (short-run vs. long-run) also likely 
to be quantitatively important for monetary policy design.

2. Analysis mainly conducted with complete markets despite 
overwhelming evidence against risk-sharing condition:

– Quantitatively very important for RER fluctuations, what 
implications for nominal rigidities and optimal policy? –
dynamics needed.



1. An economy with optimal RER movements
• Corsetti, Dedola, Leduc [2005]:

– ERPT at import prices due to nominal rigidities, price 
discrimination – short-run and long-run ERPT different. 

– Distribution/nontradable sector reduces response of 
consumer prices of imports to exchange rate, local currency 
price stability of overall CPI.

– Flex-price, “optimal” RER fluctuations due to TOT effects, 
Balassa-Samuelson and endogenous deviations from LOP.

– Calibrated to 2 symmetric economies with 10% openness, 
50% distribution, 60% share of nontradables in consumption, 
4-quarter price rigidities in all sectors in buyer’s currency.

– With monetary and aggregate productivity shocks 
std(RER)/std(Y)=4 with complete markets, independent of 
nominal rigidities – extension of mechanism in Chari et al. 
[2003].



1. An economy with optimal RER movements
• Preliminary implications for monetary policy design consistent 

with this paper:

– Flex-price benchmark unfeasible with only monetary policy. 

– With sticky prices purely exogenous money rule entails loss 
of 0.2% of steady state consumption w.r.t. to flex-price 
equilibrium.

– Strict CPI targeting reduces loss to only 0.06% of steady state 
consumption. 

– (Relative) RER volatility roughly as with flex-prices, but NER 
volatility halved.

– Further gains from “optimally” fixed exchange rate?



2. Same economy with incomplete markets
• Corsetti, Dedola, Leduc [2004]:

– Now only one bond traded internationally.

– Consistent with Backus-Smith evidence of lack of 
international risk-sharing, as RER movements as large as in 
the data entail sizable wealth effects.

• Preliminary results for monetary policy:

– RER volatility with sticky prices, exogenous money twice 
that of flex price economy – loss is 0.35% of steady state C.

– Now strict CPI targeting  seemingly reduces loss only 
marginally. 

– Important trade-off between risk-sharing and price 
stabilization not considered in the paper?


